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ABSTRACT
With complex structures, comparison of independently
derived sets of experimental modal parameters is an
excellent way to increase confidence in the results. This
paper presents modal identification results using the
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) on frequency
response functions from the modal test of the Space
Station Resource Node. The Resource Node is the first
U.S.-built structure for the International Space Station.
The modal test was conducted by the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) in January 1997 for the
Boeing Company, who designed and built the Node. The
ERA-calculated parameters are compared with
independent results obtained by the MSFC test team using
commercial software. There was excellent correlation of
mode shapes between the two sets of results for the first
21 vibration modes of the structure up to 35 Hz. From 35
to 50 Hz, about 60 percent of 25 additional modes had
excellent correlation. Natural frequencies and damping
factors of most modes agreed within 0.1 Hz and 0.2
percent, respectively.
One month after the FGB is placed into orbit, the Space
Shuttle will bring up the second component of the ISS
known as Resource Node No. 1. It is a pressurized,
cylindrical hub approximately 17.5 ft long and 14 ft in
diameter with four radial ports and two axial ports.
Attached to each axial port is an 8-ft-long Pressurized
Mating Adapter (PMA) tunnel. One of the PMAs is the
connecting passageway between the U.S. and Russian
areas of-the station. The other end of the Node will
eventually connect to the U.S. Laboratory module. The
radial ports provide additional attachment points for other
structures including the U.S. Habitation module at the
nadir port.
Figure 1 illustrates how the Resource Node will be
attached to the FGB on Shuttle Mission STS-88 in July
1998. The Node rides to space longitudinally in the cargo
bay of the Space Shuttle and is then rotated and
remounted laterally by the robotic arm. The orbiter will
then rendezvous with the FGB as shown. Connection
occurs by mating the exposed upper end of the PMA with
the axial docking port of the FGB.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning with the launch of the Russian-built, U.S.-
financed, Functional Cargo Block (FGB) in June 1998, a
consortium of 15 nations will begin assembly of the
International Space Station (ISS), the largest scientific
cooperative program in history (Ref. 1). (Note:
Throughout the Space Station program, the "Functional
Cargo Block" is referred to as the '_-'B," which is the
acronym of the Russian translation of the name.) The
components of the ISS will be ferried to space over a
period of approximately 5 years in 44 separate missions
using both U.S. and Russian launch vehicles. At
completion, the ISS will have a width (wingspan) of 356
ft, a length of 290 ft, and a mass of nearly one million lbs.
The pressurized interior is more than 46,000 cubic ft,
roughly equivalent to the passenger cabin volume of two
747 jetliners. It will provide living and working space for
up to seven full-time occupants.
Fig. 1 - Assembly in Space of the Node and FGB
The Resource Node and the PMAs were designed and
built under contract to NASA by the Boeing Company. In
January 1997, the Dynamics Test Branch at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), in collaboration
withBoeing,conductedanextensivemodaltestof the
NodeatMSFCtovalidatethestructuralnalyticalmodel
inaccordancewithNSTS14046andSSP30599(Refs.2-
3).Thestructurewasmountedin amassivet stfixture
thatconstrainedit in a mannersimilarto theboundary
conditionsoftheShuttlecargobay.Usingcommercially
availablesoftware,thetestteamidentified45modesof
vibrationfrom0to50Hz(Ref.4).
Priortoreceivingthe MSFC report containing their test
results (Ref. 5), the NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC) performed an independent modal analysis of the
same set of frequency response functions (FRFs) using
their in-house-developed Eigensystem Realization
Algorithm (ERA) (Refs. 6-7). LaRC received these FRFs
as a test case for on-going research in the area of
autonomous structural modal identification (Ref. 8).
These data, one of the largest sets of FRFs ever measured
in a modal test, were analyzed with the latest version of
the autonomous ERA procedure, and the results are
presented in this paper. The paper also compares the
experimental modal parameters obtained by each of the
two organizations.
The following section of the paper briefly describes the
test structure and the test procedure. Typical FRF data and
corresponding mode indicator functions appear in the next
section to show the quality and complexity of the
measurements. The remainder of the paper summarizes
the ERA results and compares them with the test team
results.
TEST ARTICLE AND TEST PROCEDURE
Figure 2 shows the Resource Node installed in the modal
test stand at MSFC. This is the launch configuration of
Mission STS-88. The structure is held in place by four
trunnions (two on each side) and a keel fitting at the
bottom. The PMAs attached to the axial ports of the Node
are not flight hardware, but are simple mass simulators.
The Node was thoroughly instrumented with 1236
accelerometers consisting of 412 triaxial locations as
shown in Fig. 3. Three shakers located at the aft end of
the payload excited it in each of the x, y, and z directions.
Note in Fig. 3 that there are several internal instrumented
components. The internal elements are 4 forward and 4 aft
endcone support structures, 4 alcove and 4 midbay
support structures, and one standard Space Station
instrumentation rack. Each of the five Shuttle attachment
points is also heavily instrumented with triaxial
accelerometers.
Fig. 2 - Modal Test Configuration
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Fig. 3 - Excitation and Response Locations
(3 Shakers & 412 TdaJdalAccelerometers)
The structure was excited with uncorrelated, burst-
random excitation by all three shakers simultaneously. A
224-channel data acquisition system measured the
accelerometer signals in six sequential data sets. For each
data set the shakers ran for approximately 55 minutes to
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generatefrequencyresponse functions with 100 ensemble
averages. There is a total of 3708 FRFs (3 x 1236), each
having 1600 lines of resolution up to 50 Hz.
DATA OVERVIEW
Figure 4 shows a typical acceleration/force frequency
response function. This is the driving-point measurement
for the x-direction shaker. Note that the phase angle
oscillates entirely between 0 and 180 degrees because the
excitation and response degrees-of-freedom coincide.
This FRF displays approximately 25 resonances from 8 to
50 Hz. (There are none below 8 Hz.) However, the
structure has about 45 modes of vibration in this
bandwidth. The other modes are indistinguishable in the
plot because either they were not excited by this particular
shaker or they are too close in frequency to another mode
to be observed.
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A better way to determine the number of modes in this
frequency range is by counting the dips in the multivariate
mode indicator function (MMIF) (Ref. 9). Because there
were three shakers in the test, there are three indicator
functions: a primary, secondary, and tertiary. These
functions derive from the complete set of FRFs by solving
a third-order eigenvalue problem at each of the 1600
frequency lines. Figure 5 shows the primary and
secondary MMIFs. The tertiary function is not plotted
because it contains no significant additional information.
Due to the relatively low damping of the structure, as well
as the high resolution of the measurements, the primary
indicator function dips sharply and deeply at each mode.
The secondary indicator function dips at frequencies
where additional, closely spaced modes occur.
To a significant degree, the MMIF results in Fig. 5
indicate reliably and precisely the natural frequencies of
the modes of vibration. However, they provide no
corresponding mode shape or damping information. Also,
there is a fair amount of uncertainty concerning the
number of modes in those frequency intervals with
overlapping and/or shallow dips.
ERA MODAL IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) is a
multiple-input, multiple-output, time-domain technique
that uses all available frequency response functions
simultaneously to calculate the natural frequencies,
damping factors, and mode shapes of a structure (i.e., its
modal parameters) (Refs. 6-8,10). Figure 6 shows the
results obtained in this application by analyzing the
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Fig. 5-ModelndicatorFunctions(SolidLine:Primary, DashedLine:Secondary)
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Fig. 6 - ERA-Identified Natural Frequencies vs. Assumed Number of Modes
entiresetof 3708FRFssimultaneouslyusingawide
rangeof assumednumberofmodesfrom2to150insteps
of2.Eachrowof resultshowsthesetofERA-identified
naturalfrequenciesobtainedwiththespecifiednumberof
assumedmodes.(Therearea totalof 75 rows.)Each
identifiedmodeisrepresentedbyashortverticaldashat
theassociatedfrequency.Theheightof the dashis
directlyproportionalto theConsistent-ModeIndicator
(CMI),theprincipalaccuracyindicatorofERA(Ref.10).
ModeswithCMIvaluesgreaterthanapproximately80%
areidentifiedwithhighconfidence.Modeswithvalues
rangingfrom 80%to 1%displaymoderateto large
uncertainty.Fictitious"computationalmodes"have
valuesof approximatelyzero.For clarity, theplots
excludeallresultswithCMIvalueslessthan10%.
NotethatFig.6isdividedinto two frequency bands (8-34
Hz and 34-50 Hz). This is done for plotting purposes
only. Each of the 75 ERA cases generated the complete
set of frequencies shown. The plots begin at 8 Hz because
there are no modes below this frequency. The plots extend
to slightly above 50 Hz, the maximum frequency of
interest.
A mode with a CMI of 100% has a vertical dash height in
Fig. 6 equal to the distance between minor tic marks on
the y axis. Similarly, a mode with a CMI of 50% has a
vertical dash height of one-half the distance between
minor tic marks on the y axis. Therefore, those results
appearing as solid vertical lines have higher confidence
than those appearing as dashed or dotted lines. (Low
confidence normally indicates Uncertainty in the
calculated damping value, mode shape, or frequency, in
that order.) Clearly, these ERA results display a wide
range of confidence as a function of the assumed number
of modes as well as from mode to mode. This is normal
for complex experimental data sets due to a variety of
"real world" effects including nonlinearity, suboptimal
excitation, measurement noise, and closely spaced natural
frequencies (particularly if the corresponding mode
shapes are similar).
Figure 6 contains a total of 2367 mode estimates. Each
mode estimate includes a natural frequency, damping
factor, mode shape, and CMI value. Frequency, damping,
and CMI are scalar quantifies, whereas each mode shape
is a 1236-component complex vector. A reliable,
automatic procedure has been developed to sift through
such large sets of results and extract the best, unique set
of modes. This procedure originated as a mode
condensation algorithm for autonomous system
Table I - ERA Results
Mode Frequency, Damping CM1, MPC-W,
No. Hz Factor, % % %
1 8.562 0.358 95.5 97.3
2 11.651 0.342 97.2 99.2
3 12.776 0.600 96.3 98.6
4 15.481 0.191 98.7 99.5
5 20.059 0.259 94.9 95.8
6 21.583 0.348 87'.9 97.4
7 22.888 0.594 93.8 98.3
8 24.245 0.941 95.4 99.0
9 25.093 0.622 89.2 97.6
10 25.22I 0.763 91.5 98.7
11 25.781 0.686 93.5 97.2
12 26.565 0.579 90.7 98.9
13 29.045 0.857 76.7 94.7
14 29.182 0.574 77.7 94.0
15 29.810 0.500 90.7 95.0
16 30.159 0.519 78.9 88.1
17 30.699 0.543 92.5 96.2
18 31.131 0.500 92.4 97.7
19 31.404 0.532 94.8 97.2
20 32.732 0.313 97.6 99.7
21 34.524 0.509 86.7 97.6
22 34.970 0.291 78.0 86.2
23 35.074 0.428 75.1 81.8 ]
24 35.621 015'15 83.9 96.4
25 36.573 0.727 59.5 72.6
26 36.708 0.348 80.0 90.8
27 38.132 0.419 92.1 97.7
28 38.570 0.390 94.9 99.9
29 39.796 0.503 94.0 95.6
30 40.495 0.607 94.7 98.3
31 40.859 0.488 95.9 97.2
32 42.512 0.509 79.3 98.8
33 42.904 0.521 88.8 98.5
34 43.716 0.692 68.9 95.7
35 44.657 0.349 73.4 95.0
36 44.928 0.747 58.5 68.5
37 45.622 1.015 58.0 77.5
38 45.983 0.401 90.8 97.6
39 46.710 0.426 76.4 86.4
40 47.046 0.366 61.6 79.0
41 47.870 0.923 10.9 58.3
42 48.540 0.482 25.7 32.2
43 48.852 1.110 12.7 23.7
44 49.077 0.297 56.3 71.7
45 49.762 0.564 62.5 84.4
46 50.109 0.462 22.0 60.9
identification (Ref. 8). Application of this condensation
algorithm to the data in Fig. 6 resulted in the 46 natural
frequencies marked by triangles at the top of the plots.
The results are also listed in Table 1, including the
corresponding damping factors, CMI values, and
Weighted Modal Phase Collinearity (MPC-W). As
mentioned previously, CMI is the principal ERA accuracy
indicator. It normally provides a reliable, single measure
of accuracy for each mode. MPC-W supplements CMI
and indicates the nearness of the mode shape to a
monophase vector (i.e., to a classical normal mode) (Ref.
10). Values greater than 95% are extremely high. High
MPC-W values are particularly meaningful, and harder to
achieve, when there are a large number of measurements.
In this application, 29 of 46 modes (63 percent) have
values of 95% or greater.
The ERA analysis shown in Fig. 6 required a few hours of
CPU time on a UNIX workstation using a FORTRAN
implementation. The mode condensation procedure that
extracted the 46 best, unique modes from the total set of
2367 mode estimates required several additional minutes
of computer time. These two steps ran sequentially with
only a slight amount of use_" interaction necessary (i.e.,
almost autonomously).
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
This final section of the paper compares the ERA results
in Table 1 with the MSFC results given in Ref. 5. First,
the mode shapes are compared using the Modal
Assurance Criterion (MAC) (Ref. 11). MAC is the square
of the inner product of normalized (unit length) mode-
shape vectors. This is the same parameter referred to in
statistics as the square of the correlation coefficient.
Values greater than approximately 80% indicate a high
degree of similarity. Secondly, the natural frequencies and
damping factors of the correlated pairs of ERA and
MSFC modes are compared, and the differences are
plotted versus Mode Number.
Figure 7 shows the correlation of all ERA-identified
modes with all MSFC-identified modes using MAC. The
plot has a simple graphical format as follows. Each row
and column represents one mode. The MAC value for
each pair of modes is proportional to the size of the
rectangle drawn at the intersection of the corresponding
row and column. For example, ERA Mode 22 and MSFC
Mode 22 have a MAC value of 55%, and the
corresponding intersection contains a rectangle whose
width and height are 55% of the x and y dimensions of the
intersection, respectively. Values of 80% or greater are
darkened for emphasis.
Figure 7 indicates a very good, one-to-one
correspondence of the majority of ERA and MSFC mode
shapes. In particular, the first 21 pairs of modes from the
two independent data analyses are essentially identical.
All of these MAC values are extremely high--above
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95%-----exceptModes10(87%),14(85%),and16(92%).
Modes22andhighershowgreaterdeviationfromunique,
one-to-onecorrelation.However,theoverallsimilarityof
thetwosetsofresultsisstillverygoodallthewayupto
ERAMode39at46.7Hz.Fourteenof25high-frequency
modes(56percent)startingatMode22haveexcellent
MACvaluesof80%orgreater.
The21low-frequencymodeswithhighMACvalues(up
to 34.5Hz)arethemostsignificantfromaloadsand
deformationstandpoint.Theanalyticaltransientanalysis
for structuralverificationof Shuttlepayloadsusesall
modesof thecombinedShuttle/payloadmodelupto 35
Hz(Ref.2).Ofcourse,sincesomemodesof thepayload
above35Hzmaydropbelowthisfrequencywhenit is
combinedwiththeOrbiter,therecommendedgoalis to
obtaintest-verifiedpayloadmodelsupto50Hz.
Figure8 showstheMAC,frequencydifference,and
dampingdifferenceofeachpairofcorrelatedmodes.The
35pairsof modeswithMACvaluesofatleast80%are
darkenedinallthreeplots.Thiswasdonetoinvestigateif
low MACvaluescorrelatewithlargefrequencyand/or
dampingdifferences.Surprisingly,there is not a
significanttrendof thistype.Forexample,althought e
threelargestfrequencydifferencesinFig.8(b)occurfor
modeswithMACvaluesbelow80%,threeothermodes
withvaluesbelow80%havefrequencydifferencesless
than0.025Hz.Similarly,Fig.8(c)showsnoconsistent
trendoflowMACvalueswithlargedampingdifferences.
Overall,thereis excellentagreementof theERAand
MSFCnaturalfrequenciesanddampingfactors,with40
pairsofmodeshavingafrequencydifferenceoflessthan
0.1 Hz and39 pairsof modeshavinga damping
differenceoflessthan0.2percent.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper compared independent modal identification
results for the Space Station Resource Node obtained at
NASA Langley Research Center using ERA and at NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center using commercial software.
The Resource Node is the first U.S.-built structure for the
International Space Station. Each organization analyzed a
large set of 3708 frequency response functions (3 shakers
and 1236 accelerometers), with approximately 45 modes
of vibration in the test bandwidth of 0 to 50 Hz. The ERA
analysis and mode condensation procedure required a few
hours of CPU time on a UNIX workstation, and they ran
sequentially with only a slight amount of user interaction
necessary (i.e., almost autonomously). Overall, there was
excellent similarity of mode shapes, natural frequencies,
and damping factors for the majority of ERA- and MSFC-
calculated modes. This correlation of independent results
allows the analytical model validation effort for the Space
Station Resource Node to proceed with increased
confidence in the accuracy and completeness of the
experimental modal parameters.
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